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Profile

Riley has been a fossil fanatic since the time she was knee-high to a Stegosaurus.

Based in Salt Lake City, Utah, right in the center of dinosaur country, she chases tales

of vanished lives from museum collections to remote badlands.

A prolific writer, Riley wrote her popular Laelaps blog for publications such as WIRED,

National Geographic, and Scientific American for more than a decade. Her fossil-filled

tweets have led Business Insider to call her one of the top "science social media

wizards" and HLN to dub her one of "Twitter's 8 coolest geeks", as well, and she was

the host of Parallax Film’s Dinologue. And in a childhood dream come true, Riley was

also hired to be the "resident paleontologist" for Jurassic World.

In between blogs, Riley also freelances for a variety of publications - from National

Geographic to Slate - and writes books. Her first, Written in Stone, was an exploration

about what evolution's great transitions tell us about our place in nature, and her

second, My Beloved Brontosaurus, was a critically-acclaimed romp with the new

dinosaurs science is bringing to life. She also wrote two books in 2014 - the National

Geographic special issue When Dinosaurs Ruled and Prehistoric Predators, illustrated
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by Julius Csotonyi. Her latest, Skeleton Keys, is all about the multi-faceted lives of our

bones, with her next book due out in the winter of 2022.

But Riley does more than just write about fossils. Every summer she volunteers with an

array of museums and universities to discover and excavate new specimens. These

expeditions have taken her from the arid deserts of New Mexico to a Wyoming cave

filled with Ice Age mammal bones. Visits to lost worlds fuel Riley's writing and her

enthusiasm for life's amazing history.

The Last Days of the Dinosaurs: An Asteroid,
Extinction, and the Beginning of Our World

In The Last Days of the Dinosaurs, Riley Black walks readers through what

happened in the days, the years, the centuries, and the million years after the

impact, tracking the sweeping disruptions that overtook this one spot, and

imagining what might have been happening elsewhere on the globe. Life’s losses

were sharp and deeply-felt, but the hope carried by the beings that survived sets

the stage for the world as we know it now.

Picture yourself in the Cretaceous period. It’s a sunny afternoon in the Hell Creek of

ancient Montana 66 million years ago. A Triceratops horridus ambles along the edge of

the forest. In a matter of hours, everything here will be wiped away. Lush verdure will be

replaced with fire. Tyrannosaurus rex will be toppled from their throne, along with every
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other species of non-avian dinosaur no matter their size, diet, or disposition. They just

don’t know it yet.

The cause of this disaster was identified decades ago. An asteroid some seven miles

across slammed into the Earth, leaving a geologic wound over 50 miles in diameter. In

the terrible mass extinction that followed, more than half of known species vanished

seemingly overnight. But this worst single day in the history of life on Earth was as

critical for us as it was for the dinosaurs, as it allowed for evolutionary opportunities that

were closed for the previous 100 million years.

Dinosaur and Extinction Event Overview

● The origin of dinosaurs dates back to around 230 MYA. Dinosaurs emerged from

a group of reptiles called archosaurs, which has a ‘crocodile line’ (Crurotarsi) and

‘bird line’ (Avemetatarsalia), defined by bones near the ankle. There are a few

candidates for oldest species – including small carnivores like Eoraptor, larger

Herrerasaurus, and omnivores such as Panphagia – but no frontrunner for the

first dinosaur, which evolved from the ‘bird line’ of archosaurs. Early dinosaurs

walked on their hind legs, but not all their descendants were bipedal, which

suggests that walking on four legs evolved several times independently.

● Some dinosaurs were the heaviest animals to ever walk the Earth, reaching sizes

far bigger than the largest land mammals. Giant sauropods known as

‘titanosaurs’ weighed around 50,000kg, for example, the same mass as 10

elephants. Observing cross-sections of fossilized bone under a microscope has
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provided some insights into how physiology and biomechanics allowed dinosaurs

to get big: like those of mammals, dinosaur bones were packed with blood

vessels, which may have helped provide the nutrients needed for speedy growth.

● 99% of all species that once lived are now extinct

● An estimated 75% of known species that were alive at the end of the cretaceous

era were not present after the mass extinction event.

● …the est. 10km in diamater Chicxulub crater, in Mexico’s Yucatan Peninsula,

seems to be the right size and age to account for the dino die-off.

● Mass extinctions aren’t random, they’re selective, and there are clues that help

explain why some species were survivors while others were victims. One

contributing factor is characteristics associated with feeding and diet. For

example, after the fifth extinction, natural selection was biased against large bony

fishes with fast-closing jaws. An ability to use available food sources could also

be the reason why some birds survived when all other dinosaurs died out: the

ancestors of modern birds (‘neornithines’) had solid beaks instead of tiny teeth,

which probably enabled them to break-open seeds.

● Within 300,000 years, productive ecosystems had begun to form across the

globe, and another 10 million years later, evolution filled almost all the empty

environmental niches on Earth.

● Along with non-bird dinosaurs, approximately three-fourth of plants and animals

on Earth were also wiped out due to the catastrophic effects of the asteroid. The

extinction was gradual, not immediate.
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Mass Extinction Events

● The extinction that occurred during this era is one of five mass-extinction events:

○ Ordovician-silurian Extinction: 440 million years ago. Small marine

organisms died out.

○ Devonian Extinction: 365 million years ago. Many tropical marine species

went extinct.

○ Permian-triassic Extinction: 250 million years ago. The largest mass

extinction event in Earth's history affected a range of species, including

many vertebrates.

○ Triassic-jurassic Extinction: 210 million years ago. The extinction of other

vertebrate species on land allowed dinosaurs to flourish.

○ Cretaceous-tertiary Extinction: 65 Million Years Ago

■ What to Call It?

Scientists refer to the major extinction that wiped out nonavian

dinosaurs as the K-T extinction, because it happened at the end of the

Cretaceous period and the beginning of the Tertiary period. Why not C-T?

Geologists use "K" as a shorthand for Cretaceous. "C" is shorthand for an

earlier period, the Cambrian.

■ Dawn of a New Age

The extinction that occurred 65 million years ago wiped out some

50 percent of plants and animals. The event is so striking that it signals a
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major turning point in Earth's history, marking the end of the geologic

period known as the Cretaceous and the beginning of the Tertiary period.

The Asteroid
● “An asteroid or similar body of space rock some seven miles across slammed

into Earth, leaving a geologic wound over fifty miles in diameter. Most species

from the Cretaceous disappeared in the aftermath…Virtually no environment was

left untouched by the extinction, an event so severe that the oceans themselves

almost reverted to a soup of single-celled organisms.”

Contingency
● Historical processes display some degree of “contingency,” meaning their

outcomes are sensitive to seemingly inconsequential events that can

fundamentally change the future. Contingency is what makes historical outcomes

unpredictable.

● This mass extinction still puzzles scientists today, as it was one of the most

selective in the history of life: all non-avian dinosaurs, pterosaurs, ammonites,

and most marine reptiles disappeared, whilst mammals, birds, crocodiles, and

turtles survived.

The After-Effects
● The interstellar object (alternatively a comet or an asteroid) that killed the

dinosaurs when it slammed into Earth didn't work alone. Researchers have
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shown previously that its after-effects, such as tidal waves and earthquakes,

played an important role in the mass extinctions of three-fourths of plant and

animal life. Now, new research suggests that one of the most important factors

was the soot-rich smoke from fires sparked by the collision.

● When the impactor plowed into the Earth and created the Chicxulub crater in

Mexico, it vaporized the crust and created a planet-wide plume of debris that

emitted radiation at a rate about 20 times stronger than the sun. It ignited plants

and animals in its path. Later, lightning from impact-generated storms ignited

more fires, maintaining an atmosphere rich in soot.

● The soot was the death knell for many marine creatures. While oceans protected

them from blazes, the soot remained in the atmosphere to block most sunlight for

nearly two years, darkening the skies and preventing photosynthesis. The new

calculations suggest that it took almost six years for sunlight levels at the surface

to return to normal, hindering recovery and leading to mass marine extinctions.

● While sooty darkness played a significant role in killing off life after the impact, it

also had other environmental effects. Soot, sulfates and dust also would have

stopped the sun's heat from reaching the surface

● In terms of rapid cooling, soot was once again the worst culprit, dropping

temperatures over the land by nearly 30 degrees Celsius and over the oceans by

13 degrees in just three years.

● The loss of sunlight also affected rainfall, as typical large-scale atmospheric

circulation patterns would have broken down. The subsequent loss of
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precipitation could have had an impact on Cretaceous wildlife and meant that

there was less rain to put out wildfires.

Hell Creek Formation
● The Hell Creek Formation is a  division of rocks in North America dating to the

end of the Cretaceous Period some 65.5 million years ago. Named for exposures

studied on Hell Creek, near Jordan, Montana, it occurs in eastern Montana and

portions of North Dakota, South Dakota, and Wyoming. Fossils in the formation

include the remains of plants, dinosaurs, and many small Cretaceous mammals,

including some early primates. The rich dinosaur fauna includes theropods (such

as Tyrannosaurus), pachycephalosaurs, ornithopods, ankylosaurs, and

ceratopsians (such as Triceratops). Some outcrops in the Hell Creek Formation

straddle the Cretaceous–Tertiary, or Cretaceous–Paleogene, boundary and

contain high concentrations of iridium, possible evidence of an asteroid impact at

the end of the Cretaceous Period.

Recent Findings

● The asteroid that killed nearly all dinosaurs struck Earth during springtime. An

international team of scientists from the Vrije Universiteit (VU) Amsterdam (The

Netherlands), Uppsala University (Sweden), Vrije Universiteit Brussel (Belgium)

and the ESRF, the European Synchrotron (France), have determined when the
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meteorite crashed onto the Earth, after analyzing the remains of fishes that died

just after the impact.

● Based on fish which supposedly died the same day, from the Tanis fossil site in

North Dakota, some scientists say the impact only killed certain species because

the asteroid hit the Northern hemisphere in spring – a time when animals are

hibernating or reproducing.
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